
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A changing world  

Kingfisher class will continue to have PE on Thursdays, please come into school in your kit. Our English and Maths plans for Summer term will be available on our class page on the website. Fridays 

we celebrate our readers so please keep recording your child’s reading at home so we can reward them. Spelling lists will not be sent home for summer term as we are having a class focus on high 

frequency words. We send marked homework books on Mondays during term time. Thank you for your ongoing support.  

As Scientists we will be learning about the lifecycles of plants.  

We will explore what plants need to grow. Children will learn 

the names and purposes or parts of plants. We will also be 

planting in our outdoor area so we can put our knowledge into 

practise! 

As Historians, we will learn about the lives of significant historical 

people such as The Romans and individuals such as Julius Caesar, 

Boudicca and current individuals making a difference to our ever-

changing world Sir David Attenborough and Greta Thunberg.  

 

As Linguists, we will listen and read the 

story ‘Les couleurs d’Elmer ’ and write in 

simple sentences and speak simple 

dialogue.  

As Geographers, we will be comparing our locality with parts 

of North and South America, exploring similarities and 

differences. We will build on our knowledge of these 

continents and learn more about climate, culture and 

lifestyle. Year 3 will build on this knowledge by learning about 

physical and human features of these areas. 

We will be using various sources of information to support 

this including information and fiction books, Google Earth, 

videos and maps. 

In R.E., we will have a focus on Judaism 

and Christianity. We will be exploring 

and reflecting on big questions: 

• What does it mean to belong to the 
Jewish Community? 

• What do Christians believe God is like? 

 

As musicians, we will continue to follow the Charanga program, this 

term working on improvisation. Children will explore how they can 

change the sounds they create with instruments and the effect this 

has. 

 

In RSHE our mains themes are: 

• Our choices and personal boundaries 

• Our heath 

Through these topics, children will develop a 

deeper understanding of how to keep 

themselves safe, emotionally and physically 

healthy and when and how to ask for help. 

As artists we will be inspired by the work of Andy Warhol, exploring printing, colour 

theory and shape. We will create our own pieces based on this and linked to our wider 

topic of our changing world. 

As designers, we will see what the Romans taught us about architecture, find examples of 

this in our locality and use this as a basis for our own designs and models. 

 

We will be sharing our love 

of reading in class with 

these whole class books.  
Computing – We will be learning what 

a ‘network’ is, beginning with our 

school network and then branching 

out to see how they are used in the 

wider world and the impact of these 

on our changing world. 

 



 

 


